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DON'T CALL ME LITTLE
SMALL BY NAME, HUGE ON PERSONALITY, THE KLEIN (OR ‘LITTLE’) KAROO
IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO CATCH UP WITH YOURSELF. KATIE BIGELOW
DIPS INTO SOUTH AFRICA’S VERSION OF ROUTE 66, WITH ITS QUIRKY
MICRO-TOWNS, ABUNDANT SPIRIT, AND SPACE TO BREATHE
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GOD’S COUNTRY

Mo and Steve Lewis call Lenies Hof their
‘big little farm’. At 11 ha, just four of which
are arable, it’s tiny by Klein Karoo standards,
but the Dutch couple are using it to realise big
dreams they weren’t even aware they had. For
starters, they had no plan to buy a farm, never
mind a farm in Calitzdorp.
The town, although dreamily situated in
the crook of the Outeniqua, Swartberg and
Rooiberg mountains, isn’t the first place you
think of when taking a year to explore subSaharan Africa in your 4×4.
‘We came from Prince Albert over the
Swartberg Pass,’ says Mo. ‘We stopped, saw
this valley below us, and thought, “This is
God’s country!”’
Of course, Calitzdorp’s claim to fame
is its port production. Fortified wine is a
highlight because the climate is very similar
to the Douro Valley in Portugal, and so
Portuguese grape cultivars are grown and
a Cape version of port is produced.

There’s even bartering, a kind of sharing economy.
‘We share equipment with our neighbour. Mo
makes clothing in exchange for help in the
vineyards, and bread for eggs or butter.’
For many a road-tripper, Calitzdorp is a place
to refuel, taste wine and move on. But you’d be
missing out. ‘It’s subtle, a bit of a rough gem,’
enthuses Steve. ‘The secret is to stay a while,
let it sink in. Turn off your cellphone so you
can disconnect from the outside world and
connect with what’s here instead.’ What you
connect with is the tranquillity, the subtle secrets
of the landscape, the amazing night skies. It’s a
hiker’s paradise, with abundant mountain-biking
routes, too.
‘It’s the little things that make Calitzdorp
special,’ says Mo. ‘Like our quirky museum,
which has a second-hand bookstore.’
There’s also a second-hand bookstore at
Under the Peppertree, a tucked-away occasional
restaurant down a gravel road with a menu that
might offer denningvleis, northern Thai pork
curry, and sweet and sour prawns.

Turn of your cellphone so you can disconnect from the
outside world and connect with what’s here instead
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f you’ve ever driven America’s Route 66 – especially the historic, mostly abandoned stretch across
northern Arizona – you’ll have a few indelible spots etched into memory. I’m talking about the
ghost towns, one-motel hamlets, forgotten gas stations, eccentric museums, and bizarre tat-andtrinket stores bursting with silly keepsakes. Full of charm and memorabilia, most of it exists today
purely to entertain passers-by.
The Klein Karoo has its own scaled-down version – Route 62.
Difference is, its settlements are alive and kicking, many of them full-as-ever of hard-working
farmers, with some areas experiencing a revival due to an influx of people fed up with the urban hustle.
With no stops, you can whip through the R62’s main stretch between Montagu and Oudtshoorn
in a few hours, but factor in a couple of overnight stays to savour its one-of-a-kind pit stops and
timeless towns along the way. Detour down empty back roads, marvel at looming mountains, sip
wines at the cellars of boutique vineyards, and eat in someone’s garden pop-up restaurant from a
menu dreamed up on the day. There’s a lot more going on than you’d imagine – and half the people
you’ll meet will try to persuade you to stay.
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Mo and Steve stopped at Boplaas, one of
the main port-producing estates, but something
about the town itself hooked them. ‘We thought
it was quaint,’ says Steve. ‘We arrived on a Sunday,
visited Lenies Hof on Monday, and bought it on
Thursday,’ adds Mo. ‘It just happened. We fell in
love with it.’
It was serendipity. The farm – an organic
smallholding producing just enough olives, fruit
and wine to be self-sufficient – had just come on
the market. On the back of that whim, the couple
were suddenly farmers with 70 olive trees, 750
vines producing enough grapes for no more than
1 800 bottles a year, and a small apricot orchard.
Most of the fruit trees have now been cleared to
make way for their new venture: essential oils
and medicinal plants.
While they’ve never worked harder in their
lives, they’ve also never been happier. ‘It’s
amazing to be so connected to nature, so very
different from our life in the Netherlands where
everything was so structured and predictable,’
says Mo. ‘We wake up when the sun rises and
go to bed when it gets dark.’
‘It’s a very down-to-earth community,’ says
Steve. ‘Everyone works very hard. And everyone
is so forthcoming, willing to share knowledge, or
lend a tractor. That’s helped us become farmers.’

Then there’s The Kombuis, a little pop-up
curry restaurant that’s open weekends. It’s in a
beautiful succulent garden, not really advertised,
and offers just a handful of dishes on an everchanging one-page menu that might include
Chef Peter’s railway mutton curry, served with
home-made chutney and a few slices of baguette
from Mo’s bakery.
A new place worth visiting is Die Bakhuis
at Axe Hill Winery for wood-fired pizzas and
a farm-stall vibe. Zamani Grill claims to have
the R62’s smallest bar and serves milkshakes in
ostrich egg shells.
Also here is the Klein Karoo’s smallest wine
farm, Du’SwaRoo, where the grapes are pressed
by hand. They grow olives too and produce a
range of deli items that can be tasted alongside
their wines.
Calitzdorp is a great base from which to
explore the eastern part of the Klein Karoo –
Oudtshoorn, the Cango Caves and even a few
ostrich farms are within easy reach. Just 3 km
from the caves, a super lunch stop (or place to
stay) is De Kombuys Estate, a wine farm with
guest cottages alongside the vineyards. They
have free-range, hormone- and antibiotic-free
cattle, which they transform into epic meals at
their restaurant The Marbled Wagyu.

FESTIVE
CALITZDORP
While Calitzdorp’s wintertime port- and
wine-focused festival has long been a
popular annual jamboree, the celebration
to look out for is its Succulent Festival
in September. ‘It’s our best festival,’ says
Mo Lewis. ‘Everyone walks around with
cardboard boxes full of succulents they’ve
bought and you see the excitement on their
faces as they go from stall to stall. It’s not
about drinking or even eating – it’s about
nature and these tiny, strange, rare plants.’
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U-TURN TOWN

If a hunk of Wagyu sounds too sophisticated, you can always head west, to Barrydale, for the Klein
Karoo’s best burgers and milkshakes. Diesel & Crème may in fact strike you as the quintessential
comfort-food stop. The diner is decorated with antique petrol pumps, vintage advertising hoardings,
and old car parts, precisely the sort of photogenic bric-a-brac that makes road-trippers crane their
heads before doing a U-turn. Then they discover that the triple-thick shakes – hand-whisked and
served in Consol jars – are reason enough to stay awhile.
Stick around and you might meet Dean Pharo, whose father built the place. ‘My parents were very
big into the Harley-Davidson scene and biked the R62 frequently,’ he says. They must have fallen in
love with the town because they eventually bought a holiday home there. They built Diesel & Crème
across the road and filled it with collected memorabilia.
The same unpretentious vintage throwback styling spills into The Karoo Moon Motel, which has
three guest rooms in a restored 1896 house adjacent the diner.
Dean says his parents, in a sense, epitomised a creative thread that runs through the town. ‘Many
people who’ve moved here decide it’s where they want to live out their dreams, so they create their
own businesses and put everything of themselves into them.’

Creativity seems to thrive here, too. Diagonally
opposite the funkily decorated Karoo Art Hotel
is Magpie Art Collective. They create functional
artworks such as statement-making chandeliers
using recycled trash – the Obamas famously had
two such light fittings in the White House.
Back on the R62, MUD is a kind of gallery
collective that sells, among other things, pure
cotton rugs, shawls and throws produced by
crafters at Barrydale Hand Weavers where
traditional wooden looms are still used. MUD
has food (including meals and cakes for vegans)
and coffee and occupies a low-carbon-footprint
rammed-earth building. The Farm Deli, part of
the MUD ‘family’, is well worth browsing for
baked goods and fresh produce sourced from
the area – including milk in glass bottles!
For genuine culinary flair, book a table at Mez
Karoo Kitchen – it’ll knock your socks off. Like
the food – which brings together Mediterranean,
Mexican, African and local dishes (Klein Karoo
kleftiko, anyone?) – its decor is an artful
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Secluded Dwyka
Tented Lodge is
a fabulous refuge
of canvas-topped
chalets at the base
of a steep ravine

assemblage of ideas and influences. And there’s
enchanting outdoor seating overlooking the rose
bushes and vegetable planters, too.
At Barrydale Cellar, you can taste pot-still
brandy, or opt for cold beers at deceptively
named Ronnie’s Sex Shop, about 25 km from
town. There’s not too much going on there –
it’s a bar with underwear hanging from the
ceiling and graffiti covering the walls – but
many come from far and wide to enjoy the
unpretentious vibe.
Between Calitzdorp and Barrydale, Ladismith
is another low-key farming town usually ignored
by people zipping along the R62. Don’t make
the same mistake. Worth stopping for is Gypsy’s,
a gin bar, deli and bistro started by a pair of welltravelled, self-confessed hillbillies. Expect to
share the space with chickens, bikers, children
and pets – they operate as the village visitor
centre, too.
Nearby is a superb stretch of gravel – the
18 km-long Seweweekspoort Pass that starts

BARRYDALE’S
GARDEN PARTY
On 16 and 17 October, Barrydale in Bloom
is when the townsfolk open their gardens
to the public. There’s a craft fair and a
meet-the-locals bring-and-braai; it’s a
chance to sample small-town charm
and hospitality.

near the old Amalienstein Mission Station (now Zoar). Its river crossings, mind-boggling
geology, and twists and turns along the river make it a thrill to drive (or cycle). It’s spectacularly
scenic too, with rugged mountain spurs, precipices and contorted rock towers to gawk at, not to
mention rock pools to swim in. At its western end, the Seweweekspoort Peak (2 325 m), is the
province’s highest point.
To truly savour the vastness of the Klein Karoo, end your trip at Sanbona. At 54 000 ha, this
big-five reserve dwarfs the tiny towns ranged along the R62. You turn off the highway, and are
consumed by a vast, rugged landscape fringed on all sides by rocky mountains.
Take full advantage of the reserve’s magnetism at its secluded Dwyka Tented Lodge, a fabulous
refuge of canvas-topped chalets at the base of a steep ravine. Alternatively, sign up for a more
unencumbered weekend at its slightly more rugged Explorer Camp, deep in the wilderness
without electricity or any sort of cell signal, but lots of time to explore on foot.
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